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We use ab initio density functional theory (DFT) to elucidate the mechanical properties of two
topologically distinct zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) materials: ZIF-4 and ZIF-zni, both of which
have the same chemical composition Zn(Im)2 [Im = C3 H3 N2− ] and constructed from an identical Zn—Im—
Zn basic building block. The CRYSTAL code was used to compute the single-crystal elastic constants
Cij’s of the (orthorhombic) ZIF-4 and (tetragonal) ZIF-zni structures, at the PBE level of theory. Through
tensorial analysis of the Cij’s, we reveal the three-dimensional representation surfaces of the Young’s
modulus, shear modulus, Poisson’s ratio and linear compressibility, which enable us to describe the
detailed elasticity behaviour and to pinpoint basic crystal structure-property correlations. Notably, we
discover that ZIF-4 can potentially exhibit negative Poisson’s ratio, thereby representing the first
example of an ‘auxetic-ZIF’ to be identified to date. Furthermore, we show that our DFT predictions are
consistent with recently reported experimental measurements of the Young’s and bulk moduli of such
complex ZIF structures.

1. Introduction
Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs)1,2 belong to a rapidly
expanding class of nanoporous hybrid materials, known as
metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). Noted for their threedimensional framework topologies akin to inorganic zeolites,
ZIFs exhibit promising physico-chemical characteristics that
are central to many emergent technologies.3,4 Recently we have
witnessed a growing body of work associated with the
mechanical properties of MOFs, which has been instigated by
both fundamental and practical motivations.5 Below we outline
a few representative exemplars to illustrate the upward trend in
this growing topic area.
First, information on the mechanical properties of MOFs,
encompassing elasticity and hardness,6,7 fracture toughness8
and cohesive strength of interfaces9 are key towards the
optimisation and fabrication of novel electrodes, thin-film
sensors10 and microelectronic devices.11 Second, first-principles
calculations have enabled predictions of single-crystal elastic
constants,12,13 their anisotropy,14 and to gain insights into plastic
deformation behaviour beyond the elastic limit.15 Moreover,
theoretical studies could offer clues into probable mechanisms
responsible for structural destabilisation.16 Third, the
application of high-pressure experiments under hydrostatic
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conditions has enabled the determination of bulk modulus,17-19
alongside the detection of negative linear compressibility in
MOFs.20 Fourth, the discovery of facile collapse of ZIFs via
mechanical- and temperature-induced amorphisation21,22
emphasises the role of thermo-mechanical stability for
leveraging the amorphisation process to afford novel
applications involving, for instance, irreversible trapping of
radioactive isotopes and harmful chemical substances.23
Ultimately with improved knowledge of MOF elasticity and
mechanical characteristics, commercial materials processing
routes could be devised to enable high-throughput shaping of
MOF powders into pellets and extrudates, without sacrificing
porosity (due to collapse) and chemical functionalities.24
In this work, we have employed density-functional theory
(DFT) to investigate the detailed elastic behaviour of two
relatively well-known ZIF-type materials, termed ZIF-4 and
ZIF-zni.1,4 More specifically, both frameworks feature an
identical chemical composition [Zn(C3H3N2)2], whereby the
inorganic and organic building units comprise the divalent Zn2+
metal cation and an unsubstituted imidazolate ligand
[(C3H3N2)2−], respectively. However, as depicted in Fig. 1, their
crystallographic structures, network topologies and void
characteristics are substantially different.
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Table 1 Single-crystal elastic stiffness constants (Cij’s) of ZIF-4 and ZIF-zni determined from density functional theory.

Cij (GPa)

NIEC⟡

C11

C22

C33

C44

C55

C66

C12

C13

C23

ZIF-4

9

4.266

3.492

5.015

1.029

1.927

2.453

1.221

1.916

1.526

ZIF-zni

6

19.010

= C11

23.384

1.557

= C44

1.759

13.257

13.377

= C13

of independent elastic constants.

Interestingly it was recently discovered that, porous ZIF-4
(solvent accessible volume, SAV ~ 29%) undergoes a
crystalline-amorphous transformation when heated to 300 °C,22
which upon further heating (400 °C) recrystallises into the
ZIF-zni phase (SAV ~ 12%).25 The latter represents the
thermodynamically most stable as well as the densest
crystalline ZIF phase. We note that the narrow pores in ZIF-4
can be accessed (BET surface area ~300 m2 g-1) through a gateopening mechanism activated at low pressure (~35 kPa).26
While measurements of the Young’s modulus (E) and bulk
modulus (K) of ZIF-4 and ZIF-zni have previously been
conducted,7,22,25 the fundamental elastic constants (Cij’s) of both
phases have yet to be established. Basic knowledge of Cij’s will
enable one to elucidate the complete set of elastic properties
and to pinpoint any anisotropic elastic behaviour, beyond the
two elastic moduli reported so far. Importantly, the availability
of experimental E and K values also means that validation of
the accuracy and reliability of our theoretical predictions can be
performed.

analogous to that of the Si-O-Si characteristic angle in inorganic
zeolites (aluminosilicates). (b) Orthorhombic unit cell of ZIF-4 and (c)
tetragonal unit cell of ZIF-zni, showing their framework architecture
and topology. ZnN4 coordination tetrahedra (in pink) represent the
inorganic building units. (d),(e) Yellow surfaces denote the solvent
accessible volume (SAV) of the pores, determined using a probe radius
of 1.2 Å with a grid spacing of 0.5 Å (via the ‘Voids’ algorithm
implemented in Mercury CSD).27 Color scheme used: zinc: purple;
carbon: grey; nitrogen: blue; hydrogen: white.

2. Computational Methodology
We performed density functional theory (DFT) calculations
using the ab initio CRYSTAL09 periodic code,28 based on the
atom-centred Gaussion-type basis set. The single-crystal elastic
stiffness constants, Cij’s, were computed with the PBE
exchange-correlation functional29 and using an all-electron
basis set of double-zeta quality. More precisely, for carbon,
nitrogen and hydrogen atoms the 6-31G(d,p) basis set was
adopted, while the 8s-64111sp-31d-1f was used for Zn; this
basis set has been successfully implemented in a previous work
on MOF-5.30 An unconstrained geometry optimisation of the
lattice parameters and atomic positions for both ZIFs was
carried out by tightening the default convergence criteria by an
order of magnitude (see details in ESI†). On the optimized
structures, the independent elastic constants were computed by
using an automatic procedure developed by Perger et al.31 The
numerical first-derivative of the analytic cell gradients, which
corresponds to the elastic stiffness coefficients Cij’s was
computed by using a three-point formula and subjecting the
unit cell to a ‘small’ adimensional deformation, corresponding
to an externally applied (normal or shear) strain of up to ±1%.

3. Results and Discussion

Fig. 1 Crystal structures of ZIF-4 and ZIF-zni, exhibiting the same
chemical composition Zn(C3H3N2)2. (a) Zn—Im—Zn basic building
unit, in which Zn2+ are tetrahedral metal centres coordinated by
nitrogen atoms at the 1,3-positions of the imidazolate (Im) bridging
ligand. The subtended angle at the Zn-Im-Zn centre is ~145°, which is
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Table 1 summarises all the computed single-crystal elastic
coefficients, Cij’s. Orthorhombic ZIF-4 has nine independent
elastic constants, which are reduced to six independent
elements for (tetragonal) ZIF-zni, by virtue of the higher
symmetry of the latter (Fig. 1).
On the main diagonal of the elastic tensor (ESI†), the
coefficients C11, C22 and C33 respectively indicate the
stiffnesses along the three orthonormal a-, b-, and c-principal
crystal axes under uniaxial strains; the shear coefficients C44,
C55 and C66 signify the stiffness against angular distortions
when subjected to shear strains. Finally, coefficients containing
mixed subscripts, i.e. C12, C13 and C23, correspond to tensiletensile couplings between any two orthonormal axes. Here we
note there is neither tensile-shear (e.g. C14 = C25 = C36 = 0), nor
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shear-shear couplings (C45 = C46 = C56 = 0) for crystals
exhibiting orthorhombic and tetragonal symmetry (since lattice
angles α = β = γ = 90°). In the subsequent sections, we shall
describe how tensorial analysis32 of the elastic constants Cij’s
(via ElAM code33) can be used to describe the complete elastic
behaviour of ZIF-4 and ZIF-zni. A summary of the maximal
and minimal magnitudes together with the extent of elastic
anisotropy are summarised in Table 2.

Table 2 Single-crystal elastic properties of ZIF-4 and ZIF-zni calculated
based on the independent elastic constants Cij’s of Table 1.

Elastic properties

ZIF-4

ZIF-zni

Emax
Emin
AE=Emax/Emin
Gmax
Gmin
AG=Gmax/Gmin

4.54
2.76
1.64
2.45
1.03
1.87

12.29
4.69
2.62
3.77
1.56
2.42

Linear
compressibility,
β (TPa-1)

βx
βy
βz

138.65
200.57
85.40

25.23
25.23
13.90

Poisson’s ratio, ν (-)

νmax
νmin

0.47
-0.11

0.67
0.20

Ledbetter
anisotropy¶

A*

2.38

2.47

Young’s modulus,
E (GPa)
Shear modulus,
G (GPa)

¶

Zn—Im—Zn connectivity prevalent on that precise orientation,
as illustrated in Fig. 2f. Likewise, we witnessed the same
structure-property correlation in the case of ZIF-4 (Fig. 2c,e)
with maximum E values (~4.5 GPa) identified in the proximity
of the <101> axes, albeit the magnitude of which is markedly
lower (~60%) due to the greater porosity in ZIF-4 (see
comparison of SAV% in Fig. 1). It is, of course, also of great
relevance to pinpoint the mechanically more compliant (‘soft’)
directions on which lie the minimum Young’s moduli (Table 2
and Fig. 2c,d). Herein, we established that any crystallographic
orientations deviating from the primary ‘backbone’ axis of the
Zn—Im—Zn building units (Fig. 2e,f) are bound to possess a
greater compliance (hence lower stiffness).

*

A is defined as the ratio of the maximum and minimum shear sound
wave velocities.34

3.1 Young’s Modulus (E)
We start by examining the Young’s modulus (E), which is
defined as the ratio of normal stress (σ) to normal strain (ε)
under an uniaxial loading condition (1-D stress state). The
Young’s modulus thereby captures the fully reversible stiffness
response as in a linear elastic Hookean spring. Though in a
single crystal, the magnitudes of the Young’s moduli are
typically directionally dependent, i.e. anisotropic.
The 3-D representation surfaces shown in Fig. 2(a,b) clearly
indicate that the Young’s moduli of both ZIF crystals are
directionally dependent. We found that ZIF-zni is considerably
more anisotropic than ZIF-4, with the corresponding AE ratios
(Emax/Emin in Table 2) of ~2.6 and ~1.6, respectively. Evidently
both structures are relatively more anisotropic than the
prototypical ZIF-8 with a sodalite topology, whose AE is 1.35;13
this comparison confirms that ZIF-zni is approximately twice
more anisotropic than the cubic ZIF-8, with regards to E.
Fig. 2b supports this finding where there are six distinct
protuberances along the principal axes of ZIF-zni, all of which
directly linked to the greater structural stiffness conferred by
the continuous Zn—Im—Zn linkages akin to ‘chains’ (Fig. 1a)
running along the principal axes.
For ZIF-zni , we established the highest E value (~12 GPa)
along the <001> zone axes, in accordance with the continuous

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 2 Young’s modulus (E) representation surface. (a) ZIF-4 with Emax
lying in the proximity of the <101> zone axes, whereas Emin found
along the <032> axes. (b) ZIF-zni, featuring Emax along the <001>
while Emin is almost coincident with the <111> orientations. (c),(d)
Corresponding polar plots obtained via projections through the origin
onto the three orthonormal planes, showing the positions of maximum
and minimum moduli. Because of tetragonal symmetry of ZIF-zni,
projections down the [100] and [010] axes are identical. (e),(f)
Molecular structure-stiffness property correlations in ZIF-4 and ZIF-zni
respectively, where the thickness of the lines and the size of the arrow
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It is most encouraging to see that the present theoretical
predictions are consistent with experimentally determined
Young’s moduli from single-crystal nanoindentation. For
example, nanoindentation measurements of ZIF-4 reported
E{111} ≈ E{100} ~ 4.6 GPa, and that of ZIF-zni reported
E{001} ~ 9 GPa and E{100} ~ 8 GPa.7 Here we note that the
corresponding predicted moduli are: ZIF-4 (3.4~3.9 GPa) and
ZIF-zni (12 and 8.6 GPa), respectively. Whilst the agreement in
terms of magnitude and anisotropy is noteworthy, here we
would like to highlight the two major sources of errors. First,
from the experimental perspective, discrepancy arises from the
fact that the standard nanoindentation analysis (Pharr and
Oliver method)35 treats the material as an isotropic continuum,
additionally the stress state under the indenter tip is not strictly
uniaxial during loading,8,36 which is compounded by possible
crystallographic misalignments during mounting of single
crystals. Second, from the theoretical point of view, DFT
computations by default assume a defect-free (‘perfect’)
crystalline structure with calculated Cij’s corresponding to 0 K,
furthermore the numerical accuracy of DFT predictions could
be sensitive to, for instance, the subtle choices of different
Hamiltonians.13,37

bridging linkers.13,17 In fact, this molecular connectivity is
analogous to a pin-jointed truss mechanism that is intrinsically
unstable under shear forces. The same argument applies also to
the 4MR of ZIF-4. In light of this, we anticipate that this
observation could be a common characteristic of the entire ZIF
family4 featuring the 4MR structural configuration.

3.2 Shear Modulus (G)
The shear or rigidity modulus, G, represents the resistance
against shape change or angular geometrical distortions (i.e.
shear strain γ) under the influence of an opposing pair of shear
stresses, τ, acting parallel to the material surface. On this basis,
a framework possessing a higher structural ‘rigidity’ towards
shear strain would exhibit a greater magnitude of G. In line
with the Young’s modulus characteristics discussed in §3.1, the
shear modulus of ZIF-zni is relatively more anisotropic than
that of ZIF-4; their Gmax/Gmin ratios (AG) are 2.42 and 1.87
respectively, which are better visualised via 3-D maximal and
minimal shear representation surfaces in Fig. 3.
Compared with the prototypical ZIF-8 (G ~1 GPa),13 clearly
both materials exhibit an increased in resistance towards shear
deformation (Table 2), with a factor of at least 2−3 times
higher. It is striking to discover that, the minimum value of
shear modulus (Gmin) for ZIF-zni that represents the ‘densest’
ZIF structure, to be lying just at ~1.6 GPa. Hence we speculate
that this value may represent the Gmin upper-bound of all
ZIF-type materials. This finding further substantiates the recent
proposal13 asserting that ZIFs display great propensity to stressinduced amorphisation (e.g. ball-milling and pressure-induced
compaction),21 attributable to their relatively small shear
moduli compared with inorganic zeolites (G of 20~50 GPa).5,13
The source of such a small shear resistance (Gmin) can be
understood purely by examining the 4-membered ring (4MR)
rectangular configuration (Fig.3f) of ZIF-zni, which is
susceptible to shear forces from structural stability standpoint
because the four corner-sharing ‘nodes’ are compliant ZnN4
tetrahedra, whereas the imidazolate ligands (Im) acting as rigid
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Fig. 3 Shear modulus (G) representation surface of (a) ZIF-4 and (b)
ZIF-zni, where blue and green colour coding denotes the maximum and
minimum moduli, respectively, at each (θ, ϕ, χ) point in 3-D spherical
coordinates. The convention adopted here is in accordance to that
proposed by Marmier et al.33 (c),(d) Polar plots are projections though
the origin and down the c-axis, showing the positions of maximal and
minimal shear moduli. For ZIF-4, Gmax is found along the a- and b-axes,
whereas Gmin identified along the b- and c-axes. For ZIF-zni, Gmax is
located in the <110> axes while Gmin detected on all three principal
axes. (e),(f) Structure-property relationships illustrating the source of
the maximal shear moduli, in relation to the position of the 4-membered
ring (4MR) which has low rigidity against shear deformation. Shear
stresses in blue generate Gmax while the opposite pairs in green resulting
in Gmin. N.B. The 4MR in ZIF-4 appears to be oblique since it is not in
plane to the a-b projection.

3.3 Poisson’s Ratio (ν)
Under uniaxial deformation (tensile or compressive), the
ratio of the transverse strain (εt) to the axial strain (εa) is termed
the Poisson’s ratio, viz. ν = −εt/εa; the negative sign designates
the contraction (shrinkage) experienced in the transverse
direction as the material stretches axially (i.e. elongates in the
loading axis), and vice versa. Table 2 provides a summary of
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the maximum and minimum ν values. Compared with ZIF-4,
we recognise that ZIF-zni displays a relatively higher νmax ~0.7,
which exceeds the upper limit of ν = ½ of an incompressible
isotropic solid, such as rubber.38
This dimensionless material property ν can be utilised to
identify anomalous elastic behaviour, in particular
auxeticity,38,39 where there is an ‘abnormal’ transverse
expansion caused by a positive axial strain (and vice versa),
resulting in effectively a negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR).
Tensorial analysis revealed that ZIF-4 is auxetic in certain
crystallographic orientations, with νmin = −0.11, as shown in
Fig. 4(a,c). The DFT simulations give further insights into the
basis behind auxeticity of ZIF-4. We pinpointed that this
abnormal elastic phenomenon occurs when the axial strain
(loading direction) is acting along the <110> axis, yielding a
transverse strain of equal sign but directed at the <110>
orientation, as illustrated in Fig. 4e. We rationalise that the
dominant mechanism responsible for this elastic abnormality
involves structural expansion of the initially ‘folded’ 6MR in
ZIF-4 (Fig. 4e), in response to a tensile strain directed at the
<110> direction.

ARTICLE
-] axes accompanied by a lateral contraction in [111]; ν (auxetic)
[111
min
occurs when loading direction is along [110] producing an ‘unexpected’
lateral expansion along [110]. For ZIF-zni, νmax is identified when an
approximately [101] axial load resulting in a lateral contraction in ca.
-]; ν corresponds to an [110] axial tension yielding a contraction
[101
min
-] direction. Axial and accompanying transverse
along the [001
directions giving rise to the (e) negative νmin in ZIF-4 and (f) a positive
νmin in ZIF-zni. Grey arrows indicate the directions of loading; red and
blue arrows represent expansion and contraction, respectively. Note that
symmetry of the original crystal is being reduced upon subjecting to
elastic deformation in specific orientations.

The above finding is important because ZIF-4 represents the
first example of auxeticity identified within the very broad class
of ZIF-type materials, whose open-framework structures to date
have been perceived to be ‘not so flexible’ or ‘rigid’,40 as such
ZIFs are commonly thought to be lacking the propensity to
demonstrate (any) anomalous elasticity. Our results highlight
that there may be exceptions mainly because some degree of
flexibility may arise as a combination of compliant ZnN4
coordination environment13,17 in conjunction with certain
topology (e.g. cag in ZIF-4). In contrast, we note that auxeticity
appears to be ubiquitous for extremely flexible MIL-type
frameworks (those capable of breathing deformation),41 for
which several auxetic examples have recently been predicted
from DFT,14 albeit yet to be experimentally confirmed.
3.4 Linear Compressibility (β) and Bulk Modulus (K)

Fig. 5 Linear compressibility (β) representation surface of (a) ZIF-4 and
(b) ZIF-zni.

Fig. 4 Poisson’s ratio (ν) representation surface of (a) ZIF-4 and (b)
ZIF-zni and their corresponding projections on the a-b plane, as viewed
down the [001] axis. The transparent blue surface signifies maximum ν.
The minimum ν surface presented in green denotes a positive
minimum, while red is used to represent a negative minimum or an
auxetic response. The adopted convention follows that proposed in
Ref. 33. For ZIF-4, νmax occurs when loading direction is along the ca.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Tensorial analysis of the single crystal Cij’s (Table 1) has
enabled us to determine the anisotropic compressibility (β), as
shown in Fig. 5 with corresponding magnitudes along the
orthonormal axes summarised in Table 2. It can be seen that
ZIF-zni is transversely isotropic (Fig. 5b), viz. β<uv0>
~25 TPa-1, which is attributable to tetragonal symmetry. More
specifically, it exhibits minimum compressibility along the
c-axis (βz ~ 14 TPa-1), on which lie the primary ‘backbone’ of
the Zn—Im—Zn continuous chains, thereby providing the
additional structural reinforcement to counter compressive
forces acting in the <001> orientation.
Turning to ZIF-4, it can be seen that its linear
compressibilities are about an order of magnitude higher; for
example, its minimum and maximum linear compressibilities
are determined to be ~85 and ~200 TPa-1, respectively. Of
course, such higher compressibilities are straightforwardly
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3.5 Averaged Elastic Properties of Polycrystalline ZIFs
In this section, we shall focus on the predictions of isotropic
elastic properties for a texture-free polycrystalline ZIF material.
A summary of the results are presented in Table 3. Knowledge
of the averaged elastic behaviour is, of course, highly relevant
to practical applications of MOFs, many of which will involve
preparation of commercial products assuming various forms
and sizes, ranging from loose-powder blends to dense
compacts, and from polycrystalline coatings to precisely shaped
extrusions.24,42
Table 3 Isotropic aggregate elastic properties based on the VoigtReuss-Hill (VRH) averages,32 corresponding to a texture-free
polycrystalline material. The bulk (K), Young’s (E), and shear (G)
moduli are in GPa. The Poisson’s ratio (ν) is dimensionless.

Property

KVRH

EVRH

GVRH

νVRH

ZIF-4

2.41

3.82

1.55

0.24

ZIF-zni

15.63

6.37

2.23

0.44

The bulk modulus (K) is an isotropic measure that
quantifies the resistance of the structure towards a volumetric
strain (∆V/V), when subjected to a hydrostatic stress state
(pressure). Experimental values obtained from high-pressure
crystallographic studies are available for validation of current
DFT predictions. Our calculations have determined bulk moduli
of ZIF-4 and ZIF-zni at K ~2.4 GPa and ~15.6 GPa
respectively, implying that the former is almost seven times
more compressible than the latter, by virtue of its larger SAV
that better affords volumetric strain. The level of agreement
against the reported single-crystal high-pressure experiments is
impressive, with errors of just ~10%: Bennett et al.18 reported
bulk modulus of ZIF-4 to be ~2.6 GPa, while Spencer et al.25
determined bulk modulus of ZIF-zni as ~14 GPa. These results
are reassuring and highlight the good accuracy obtainable
through our computational methodology.
We finally consider the Poisson’s ratio of an isotropic
aggregate according to the Voigt-Reuss-Hill (VRH) approach.
Important to note is that all νVRH values are indeed positive
(Table 3). Though the ZIF-4 single crystal has been predicted to
be auxetic (§3.3), its averaged Poisson’s ratio corresponding to
that of a textureless polycrystal is actually positive (νVRH =
0.24). That means, in order to exploit the auxetic response of
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ZIF-4 assuming the form of an isotropic polycrystalline
material, for example, thin-film coatings need to be fabricated
in a controlled fashion to realise unidirectional crystal growth
strictly in the desirable <110> axis, on which auxeticity is
prominent in ZIF-4. Another challenge lies in the crystal
engineering of strongly textured bulk material from ZIF-4
containing the preferred <110> orientation.

4. Concluding Remarks
In this work, we have employed the theoretical approach by
means of ab initio density functional theory (DFT) to elucidate
the complex elastic behaviour of two topical metal-organic
frameworks (MOFs), namely ZIF-4 and ZIF-zni, belonging to
the subfamily of zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs). While
both nanoporous materials have the same chemical composition
and constructed from the same Zn—Im—Zn building block,
each structure has unique framework architecture and distinct
topological features. Our comprehensive results have revealed
their anisotropic elastic characteristics, ranging from the
Young’s modulus to Poisson’s ratio, and from linear
compressibility to isotropic polycrystalline properties. It is
fascinating to be able to establish the underlying structureproperty correlations that are key to rationalising the source of
directionally-dependent mechanical behaviour. Crucially with
the availability of experimental results, specifically using
literature E and K values, we were able to convincingly show
that our computational results are reliable and accurate (ca.
10~20%) in view of the possible deficiencies associated with
existing experiments and theory. Notably, we discover that
ZIF-4 can exhibit auxeticity (NPR), for which we further
pinpointed the specific crystallographic orientations of this
anomalous effect together with the potential accompanying
molecular mechanism. This is a significant find, as it represents
the first example of an ‘auxetic-ZIF’ to be reported to date (also
uncommon for a moderately anisotropic framework); Brillouin
spectroscopic measurements (e.g. Ref.13) are warranted in
future to unambiguously confirm this theoretical result.
Given that experimental measurements of single-crystal
elastic constants Cij’s can be challenging and often intractable
for low-symmetry systems, the application of DFT to probe the
elasticity of MOFs is definitely attractive and has become
increasingly popular. Certain elasticity measurements, however,
such as the Young’s modulus (E from single-crystal
nanoindentation), bulk modulus and linear compressibility
information (e.g. K and β from high-pressure crystallography)
are nowadays becoming more accessible. We therefore strongly
recommend the use of at least some of the aforementioned
mechanical properties for basic verifications of any theoretical
outcomes. This is an essential step for demonstrating that any
theoretical projections are indeed physically meaningful.
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linked to the larger pore volume present in ZIF-4 (Fig. 1d),
which could accommodate volumetric strains. Despite ZIF-4’s
negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) discussed in §3.3, we
established that there is no corresponding ‘negative’ linear
compressibility (NLC) to be detected. This finding is unlike
recent DFT predictions14 that demonstrate NLC and NPR
anomalies to go hand-in-hand for ‘flexible’ MIL-type materials,
which is thought to be connected to extreme elastic anisotropy
where AE and AG typically exceed ~100. Our new results
together with literature7,13 suggest that such extreme anisotropy
might be a rarity for ZIF-type materials.
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We use density functional theory to reveal the detailed elastic properties of two
topical ZIF materials comprising the same chemical composition but of differing
crystalline structures. ZIF-4 was found to exhibit a negative Poisson’s ratio,
representing the first ‘auxetic-ZIF’ to be identified.

